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On July 5, at 1252 hours, a full Reactor Protection System scram signal
occurred. The signal occurred while reinstalling the pwer supply in the
Neutron Monitoring System Channel 'E' Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) in
accordance with procedure 3.M.2-5.2 (Rev. 14), "IRM Calibration."

The root cause for the full scram signal was a procedure weakness and previous
administrative controls that were not entirely adequate for previous changes
made to the procedure.

Initial corrective actions consisted of investigating the cause for the event,
resetting the scram circuitry, and stopping further IRM calibration work. The
procedure (Rev. 14) has been revised and approved via recently strengthaned
administrativo .ontrols.

The event occurred during an extended outage while in cold shutdown. The
reactor mode selector switch was in the SHilTDOWN position. The control rods
were in the inserted position prior to the event and remained in the inserted
position. The reactor power level was zero percent.

This event posed no threat to the health and safety of the public.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

On July 5, 1988 at 1252 hours, a full Reactor Protection System (RPS) scram
signal occurred. The signal occurred during the reinstallation of the High
Voltage Power Supply (HVPS) in the Neutron Monitoring System (NMS) Channel 'E'
Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM).

The NHS functions to detect neutron flux in the reactor core, and provides
signals to the RPS circuitry. The NMS consists of Source Range Monitors
(SRMs), IRMs, and Power Range Monitors (PRMs). The operating range of the
IRMs overlaps the upper range of the SRMs and overlaps the lower range of
PRMs. The IRMs are typically relied upon when the mode selector switch is in
the STARTUP position.

The (eight) IRMs are divided into 2 (two) groups of channels. IRM Channels
'A', 'C', 'E', and 'G' provide signals to RPS Channel 'A'. IRM Channels 'B',
'D', 'F' and 'H' provide signals to RPS Channel 'B'. Moreover, the IRM
drawers are vertically arranged in Panel C-936. The drawers for Channels 'A',
'E', 'B', and 'F' are on the left hand side of the panel. The drawers for
Channels 'C', 'G', 'D', and 'H' are on the right hand side of the panel.

The HVPS was being reinstalled with the Channel 'E' IRM mode switch in the
(correct) bypassed position. The installation was being performed in
accordance with, and at section VII.N.l.a of, procedure 3.M.2-5.2 (Rev. 14),
"IRM Calibration".

Whan the HVPS was installed, the adjacent IRMs Channel 'A' (above) and Channel
'B' (below) output coincident Hi-Hi trip signals. The coincident trip signals
to RPS Channels 'A' and 'B' thereby resulted in the event.

Failure and Halfunction Report 88-148 was written to document the event. The
NRC Operations Center was notified on July 5,1988 at 1330 hours.

This event occurred during an extended outage while in cold shutdown. The
reactor mode selector switch was in the SHUTDOWN position. The control rods
were in the inserted position prior to the event and remainad in the inserted
position. The Reactor Vessel (RV) water temperature was 94 degrees Fahrenheit
with negligible core decay heat. The RV pressure was zero psig. The reactor
power level was zero percent.

CAUSE

The cause for the coincident Hi-Hi trip signals from IRM Channels 'A' and 'B'
was electromagnetic noise generated during the installation of the HVPS in the
Channel 'E' drawer while the channel's voltage preregulator was installed.
The root cause for the event were (previous) administrative controls that were
not entirely adequate for two previous changes made to the procedure
(3.M.2-5.2). The procedure changes were not consistent with the IRH's vendor
manual. The voltage preregulator should not be in the circuit while the HVPS
is being removed or installed.
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One change, approved in September 1987, was made to the procedure (Rev. 12) in
order to reduce the number of times that the dual trip unit circuit board (s)
had to be removed from the IRM drawer (s). The change altered portions of the
calibration sequence associated with checking the IN0P trip function. The
change mistakenly eliminated the step (s) associated with the removal and
installation of the HVPS and voltage preregulator.

The second change was approved on February 10, 1988. The change resulted from
the previous change and consisted of installing the m'PS prior to the check of
the IN0P trip function. The change still did not aade9ss (correct) the
removal of the preregulator prior to tha installation rf the HVPS.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Initial utility licensed operator o :tions consisted of investigating the cause
for the event, stopoir.g further IRM calibration work, and resetting the scram
circuitry.

A critique of the event was conducted on July 5, 1988 at approximately 1500
hours. The critique was held to determine facts and identify possible actions
to reduce the likelihood of a similar event in the future. The critique was
attended by appropriate personnel from the Operations, Technical, and
Maintenance Sections.

Since the previous danges to the procedure (3.M.2-5.2) were made, the
administrative costrols for procedure changes were strengthened in procedure
1.3.4 (Rev. 35), "Procedures". The (new) controls became effective on
February 16, 1988. The controls now include, but are not limited to, the
review of a proposed change by the organization assigned the responsibility
for the technical adequacy of the specific procedure (s).

The procedure (3.H.2-5.2) has been reviewed, revised and approved.
Essentially, the revision addressed the removal of the voltage preregulator
prior to the installation of the HVPS and reinstallation of the preregulator
after the installation of the HVPS.

The IRM Channel 'E' was calibrated satisfactorily using the revised procedure.

The revision of the proced'Jre and the strengthened administrative controls
(procedure 1.3.4 Rev. 35) that became effective in February 1988 are expected
to reduce the likelihood of a recurrence.

The response to NRC Inspection Report 50-293/88-25 (UNR 88-25-01) will address
additional actions to reduce the likelihood of unplanned actuation (s) of
safety systems.
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SAFETY CONSEOUENCES

This event posed no threat to the health and safety of the public.

The IRMs are typically relied upon for monitoring the neutron flux in the
reactor core when the reactor mode selector switch is in the STARTUP ,

position. Had this event occurred with any control rods in a withdrawn
position, the rods would have been automatically inserted into the reactor
core and thereby put the plant in a shutdown condition.

Control Room operator actions for response to IRM alarms or RPS scram signals
are addressed in written procedures. The procedures include: "Alarm Response
Procedure" ARP-905L (Lef t) and ARP-905R (Right); and 2.1.6, "Reactor Scram".

This event was determined to be reportable pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv)
because a full RPS scram signal occurred.

SIMILARITY TO PREVIOUS EVENT

A review was conducted of Pilgrim Station Licensee Event Reports (LERs)
written since January 1984. The review focused on LERs submitted pursuant to
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(lv) involving a ful! RPS scram signal resulting from an
IRM trip signal (s).

The review identified a related event reported in LER 50-293/87-012-00. For
that event, 3 (three) full scram signals occurred during a three minute period
during a refueling outage. At the time of the event, the reactor vessel was
completely defueled and the control rods were in the inserted position. The
scram signals resulted from Hi-Hi level trip signals from IRH Channels 'A' and
'B'. The cause for the IRH trip signals was high frequency noise induced from
Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) weldin; being performed near the IRM detectors and
cabling.

ENERGY INDUSTRY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (EIIS) CODES

The EIIS codes for this report are as follows:

SYSTEMS CODES

Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (RPS) JE
Incore Monitoring System (NHS) IG
Panels System (C-936) JL

t COMPONENTS

Indicator, Power (IRM) JI
Monitor (IfJi) MON
Power Supply, Electric (HVPS) JX
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Pdgrim Nuclear Power Station
Rocky Hill Road

Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360

Ralph G. Bird August 4, 1988
Senior Vi<e President - Nuclear BECo Ltr. #88118

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Docket No. 50-293
License No. OPR-35

Dear Sir:

The attached Licensee Event Report (LER) 88-018-00 "Full Scram Signal Due to a
Procedure Weakness" is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.73.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions regarding this
report.

R.G. Bird

DHE/b1

Enclosure: LER 88-018-00
i

cc: Mr. Hilliam Russell
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nucle:r Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Rd.
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Sr. Resident Inspector - Pilgrim Station

Standard BECo LER Distribution
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